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Across

3. (noun) a very small quantity; jot; 

whit

4. to cooperate secretly; conspire to 

avoid noticing something that one is 

expected to oppose or condemn; give aid 

to wrongdoing by forbearing to act or 

speak

9. (Adj) morally ignoble or base; vile 

meanly selfish, self-seeking, or 

mercenary, dirty or filthy: squalid; 

wretchedly poor and run-down

10. (adj) crudely or tastelessly colorful, 

showy, or elaborate, as clothes or 

decoration, excessively ornate or 

elaborate,

12. (adj) not mitigated; not softened or 

lessened:

14. (adj) hissing

15. (adj) understood without being 

openly expressed; implied

16. (noun) reckless boldness; rashness

17. (verb) to avoid or escape by speed, 

cleverness, trickery, etc.; evade

18. (adj) of or characteristic of wild 

animals; ferocious; brutal, existing in a 

natural state, as animals or plants; not 

domesticated or cultivated; wild.

19. (Verb) to make objection, especially 

on the grounds of scruples; take 

exception; object

20. having or showing pleasant, 

good-natured personal qualities; affable

Down

1. (Noun) the acceptance of all things 

and events as inevitable; submission to 

fate; the doctrine that all events are 

subject to fate or inevitable 

predetermination

2. (adj) taken, done, used, etc., 

surreptitiously or by stealth; secret sly; 

shifty

5. (adj) used or shared in common by 

everyone in a group

6. (Noun) a stick or spindle onto which 

wool or flax is wound for spinning.

7. (adj) being without moisture; 

extremely dry; parched, barren or 

unproductive because of lack of moisture

8. (Noun) the act or condition of 

acquiescing or giving tacit assent; 

agreement or consent by silence or 

without objection; compliance

11. (noun) the diameter of something of 

circular section, especially that of the 

inside of a tube, degree of capacity or 

competence; ability

13. verb) to do a kindness or a favor to; 

oblige, to provide suitably; supply


